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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Marked-uf Version

Please amend the following claims, namely claims 3 and 37-58, shown below in a

"marked-up version":

3. (Once Amended) A device as in claim [2]i further comprising a block positioned for

insertion through all of the receptacle and for engagement witii the mounting

member.

37. (Once Ammded) A device for use with a storage compartment for a vehicle having a

receptacle [for holding] , and for use with a trailer hitch mounting apparatusJie

moi^iting apparatus having a male trailer hitch mounting member, the [storage

compartment].4evice comprising:

a mounting portion connected to the storage compartment; and

a trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle, connected to the mounting portion.

38. (Once Amended) A device£stor^e compartment] as in claim 37 further comprising a

block positioned for ins^on througji at least a portion of the receptacle and for

engagement with the mounting member.

39. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim [38J37 fiirttier

comprising a block positioned for insertion through all of the receptacle and for

eng^ement with the mounting member.
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40. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 37 fiirther comprising a

friction member connected to the receptacle.

41. (Once Am«ided) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 37 further comprising

threads positioned in the receptacle to aigage the mounting member.

42. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 37 ^^4le^ein said

mounting portion is fixed to the trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle.

43. (Once Amended) A device [storage con:q>artment] as in claim 37 wherein said

mounting portion is movably attached to the trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle.

44. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 43 wherein said

mounting portion is pivotally attached to trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle.

45. (Once Amended) A device [storage con^jartment] as in claim 37 v^erein said

mounting portion comprises a substantially flat member.

46. (Once Amended) A devjce_[storage compartment] as in claim 45 wherein said

mounting portion further includes mounting holes th^-ein.

47. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 45 wherein said

mounting portion further includes mounting cylinders connected thereto.
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48. (Once Amended) A device fstorage compartment] as in claim 47 wherein said

moimting cylinders comprise botts.

49. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in daim 48 wherdn said bolts

are threadedly connected to said mounting portion.

50. (Once Amended) A device fstor^e compartmmt] as in claim 48 v^erein said bolts

are integrally connected to said mounting portion.

51. (Once Amended) A devicejstorage compartment] as in claim 50 wherein said bolts

are welded to said mounting portion.

52. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 47 wherein said

moimting cylinders comprise pins.

53. (Once Amended) A device [storage compartment] as in claim 52 vAierein said pins

are threadedly connected to said mounting portion.

54. (Once Amended) A device Istorage compartm^t] as in claim 52 wherein said pins

are integrally connected to said mounting portion.

55. (Once Amended) A deviceistorage compartment] as in daim 54 wherein said pins

are welded to said mounting portion.
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56. (Once Amwded) A device fstorage compartmmt] as in claim 54 wha-ein said pins

are cast with said mounting portion.

57. (Once Amended) A device Jstorage compartraait] as in claim 37 vy^erein said

moimting portion is integrally formed with a wall of the storage compartment.

58. (Once Amended) A device

mounting portion is conn<

compartment] as in claim 37 ^^^erein said

wall of flie storage compartmwt.
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PARAGRAPH 1, 2

EXAMINER WITHDRAWS RESIWCTION REQUIREMENT.

Applicant acknowledges and appreciates the Examiner withdrawing Ae restriction

requir«nent in light of Applicant's response to the restriction requirement mailed January 3,

2001.

The drawings stand objected to as being replete vdxh errors und^ 37 CFR L83(a) for not

showing every feature of the invention specified in the claims. Specifically, the Office

Action cites the following excerpt iVom Applicant's claim 5 as not illustrated by the

drawings: 'threads positioned to engage the mounting m©(nber." Applicant respectfully

submits the following discussion having reasons for disagreeing witii this 37 CFR 1.83(a)

objection.

On page 4 under Brief Description of the Drawings, the application states, "Figure 7 is a

side view of a trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle ready to threadedly mate with a male

trailer hitch mounting member/' Further, in the last paragraph on page 10» the application

states, 'In the Figure [7], threads 50* of the mail trailer hitch mounting member 18 provide a

method and means to engage threads 50 of receptacle 22r Apphcant submits that the Brief

Description of the Drawing, Figure 7, and the excerpt on page 10 from the Detailed

Description of Example Embodiments of the lhventi<M> provide ample support for and

illustrate claim 5. In light of this discussion and the application as a whole. Applicant
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respectfully requests reconsideration and withdravi-al of the objection to the drawings under

37 CFR 1.83(a).

Paragraphs 4,

5

The specification isnables claims 11-20.

Claims 1 1-20 stand rejected under § 1 12, 1 1 as containing subject matter not described in

a manner enabling one of ordinaiy skill in tfie art to make and or use the inv^tion.

Specifically, the Office Action states, "In claim 11, it is not known how the cylinders mount

to the mounting portion/' AppUcant respectfijUy submits the following discussion having

reasons for disagreeing widi this § 1 1 2, If 1 rejection.

Apparatus claim 1 1 claims ftat tfie mounting portion of Applicant's invention *tiirther

includes mounting cylinders connected thereto." Attributing literal meanings to the words in

claim 1 1 reveals that claim 1 1 claims that "mounting cylinders" mount the mounting portion

to a substrate. Claims 12-20 furtiier clarify and claim embodiments depmdeot on claim 1

1

Claim 12 claims that the '"mounting cylmders" are "bohs", and claims 13 and 14 respectively

claim that the bolts are /Ihreadedly connected" (i.e., a screw type bolt) or "integrally

connected" to the mounting portion. Further, claim 15 claims 'integrally connecting"

comprises a "welded" connection.

Claims 16-19 closely parallel claims 12-15. Claim 16 claims that the mounting cylinders

are "pins", and claims 17 and 18 respectively claim that the pins are '^eadedly connected"

(i.e., a screw type pin) or "integrally connected" to the mounting portion. Further, claim 19

claims "integrally connecting" comprises a *Velded" connection. Further still, claim 20

claims that the pins are "cast" with tiie mounting portion.

OARdaxed031401.doc
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Turning now the specification, a more enabling description of dainis 1 1-20 found at page

8, line 17 and continuing ihrougji page 9, line 13 states:

In still another alternative embodimoit, as seen in Figure 10b, flange 95a of

tab 80a and flange 95b of tab 80b are connected to mounting portion 20 by,

for example, mounting cylinders 90a-90f (as seen in Figure 11), ^^4lich

traverse flange holes 95a' and 95b* and at least two of bolt holes 86ar86f

found in mounting portion 20.

It will also be noted that, in the preceding Figures, mounting portion

20 is a substantially flat member. In oth^ embodiments of the invoition,

wheflier for device 5 or storage compartment 10 embodiments, mounting

portion 20 is curved, for example, convex or concave, depending on the

surface to which mounting portion 20 is to be connected. For example, in

some embodiments, mounting portion 20 is connected to a garage wall or,

alternatively, the wall of a dwelling or storage wardiouse. Various methods

for attaching mounting portion 20 will occur to those of skill in the art witiiout

departing fi-om the sprit ofthe invoition. In some embodiments, for example,

mounting portion 20 includes bolt holes 86a-86f (Figure 10b). In an

alternative embodim^it, seen in Figure 11, mounting portion 20 includes

mounting cylinders 90a-90f (for example, pins, bolts, etc.). In some

embodiments, mounting cylinders 90a-90f are threaded^ connected to

mounting portion 20. In even further embodiments, mounting cylinders 90a-

90f are welded to mounting portion 20, while, in stiJl ofiher embodiments,

mounting Cylinders 90a-90f are integrally formed with mounting portion 20,

by, for example, casting, forging, or other mediods that will occur to those of

skill in the art.

fii still a further etnbodimait, as seen in Figure 12, mounting portion 20

is placed behind a retaining structure 101, which includes an opening 103

throu^ which receptacle 22 passes.

This excerpt from the specification includes and discusses every claim limitation found in

claims 11-20, and specifically explains how the cylinders moum to the mounting portion.

That is, the cylinders and pins are threadedly connected (e.g. a screw) through holes in the

mounting portion to a substrate. Alternatively, the cylinders and pins are integrally

connected (e,g-, casting or forging) to the mounting portion to a substrate. Applicant

respectfully submits that the specification enables one of ordinary skill to practice the

invention as claimed in claims 11-20. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests

reconsideration and withdrawal of the § 1 12, Til rejection.

OAR dated 031401.doc
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Paragraphs 6, 7a

amended claim 3 is definite.

Claim 3 stands rejected under § 1 12, H 2 as indefinite for failing to particularly point out

and distinctly claim subject matter Applicant regards as the invention. Specifically, the

Office Action states that it is unclear if "a block** in claim 3 is flie same 'T>lock" as in claim 2.

In response. Applicant submits a marked-up version of claim 3, shown above in the

Amesidments to the Claims section. Applicant also submits the following rwnarks and a

clean version ofamended claim 3,

Claim 3 claims the same embodiment as amended claim 3, but amwded claim 3 claims

ihe embodiment more definitely. Amended claim 3 claims an embodiment of the invention

wherein Ae block is positioned for insertion through all ofthe receptacle, i.e., for traversing

the entire widGi of die receptacle, and for engagement with the mounting memb«^. Visually,

Figure 5 shows the block positioned for trav^ing the entire width of the receptacle, ^^4lerein

the mounting member is inserted into the recqitacle. With flie mounting member inserted

into the receptacle, the block is positioned to traverse through the aligned holes of the

receptacle and the mounting member. By comparison, claim 2 claims all embodiments in

which the block is positioned for insertion through less than all of the receptacle, i.e,, for

traversing only a portion of the entire width of the receptacle. Referring to Figure 6, if tfie

mounting member is inserted into the receptacle, then claim 2 claims embodimaits of the

invention wherein the block traverses, for example, half-way or fliree-quarters, through the

width of the receptacle, i.e., only through holes 18a and 22a, See also page 7, lines 9-11.

That is, claim 2 does not claim claim 3's positioning of the block that requires all ofthe block

to traverse the entire width of the receptacle. Accordingly, in light of this discussion and

proposed amendment^ Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration and withdrawal of the

OARciataJ03l401.doc
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the receptacle' since its block may not go though the sides of the receptacle." Applicant

submits the following remarks and a marked-up version of claim 39, shown above in the

Amendments to the Claims secdoa Applicant furth^ submits that AppUcanl's position

under this rejection is the same as Applicant's position under the response to § 112, ^ 2

rejection of claim 3.

Claim 39 claims the same embodimait as amended daim 39, but amended claim 39

claims the embodiment more definitely. Amended claim 39 daims an anbodiraeait of the

invention wherein a storage compartment has a block positioned for insertion throu^ ail of

the receptacle, i.e., for traverang Hie entire width of the receptacle, and for engagement with

the mounting member. Figures 4a and 4b show the stor^e compartment and viewed with

Figure 5, Figure 5 shows the block positioned for traversing the entire width of tfie

receptacle, wherein the mounting member is inserted into the receptacle. With the mounting

member inserted into the receptacle, the block is positioned to traverse througji the aligned

holes of fte receptade and tiie mounting member. By comparison, daim 38 claims all

embodiments in vAich the block is positioned for insertion through less than all of the

receptacle, i.e., for traversing only aportion of fee entire width of the receptade. Referring

to Figure 6, if the mounting member is inserted into the receptacle, then claim 38 claims

embodiments of the invention \dierein the block traverses, for example, half-way or three-

quarters, throu^ the width of the receptade, ie., only through holes 18a and 22a. See also

page 7, lines 9-11. That is, daim 38 does not daim daim 39's positioning of the block tiiat

requires all ofthe block to traverse the entire width of the receptade. Accordingly, in hght of

this discussion and proposed amwdment. Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration and

withdrawal of the objection to the § 112, 1 2 rgection and entry of amended claim 39, as

shown above in the Amendments to the Claims section of this Response.

t5
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PARAGRAPHS8-10

APPUCANT'S VENTION IS NOVEL IN VIEW OF KLEMETSEN.

Claims 1-7, 9, 10, 47-43 and 45-56 stand rejected under § 1 02(b) as being anticipated by

United States patent 5,476^97 issued to Klemetsen ("Klemetsen"). Applicant respectfully

dis^rees and submits flie foUowing discussion having reasons and showing *at AppUcant's

invention is novel in light of Klanetsei.

A claim lacks novelty if eveiy limitation is found in a single piece of prior art Kraft

Foods, Inc. V. International Trading Co., 203 F.3d 1362, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Further, die

anticipating piece of prior art must show the invoition in as complete detail as contained in

the daim. Richardson v. Suzuki Motor Co.. 868 F.2d 1226, 1236 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

Applicant's claims l and 37, as amended, are novel because Klemetsen does not embody

every limitation found in claims 1 or 37, and any Klemetsen teachings of the limitations in

claims 1 and 37 are not in as complete detail as contained in claims 1 and 37. Upon closer

review of Klemefsai, it is immediately apparent that KlemetsMJ and Applicant's inventions

fundamentally diflfe- in that nowhere does Klemetsra disclose or claim a device(|for storing a V ^jji^

trailer hitch ^paiatu^or a device^r use with a stor^e compartme^ Instead. Klemetsen

discloses and claims a trailer hitch for towing cars.

Anoflier difference between Klemetsen's and AppUcant's inventions is Aat Klemetsen

does not disclose "a mounting portion". Construing Applicant's claim language in li^t of

his specification, AppUcant discloses and claims a "mounting portion", connected in many

different wsys. to a trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle. Nowhere does Klemetsen

disclose or claim mounting portion" - an element of Applicant's independent claims 1 and

37, as amended. Further, the Klemetsen figures also feil to disclose a "mounting portion".
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and when compared to AppUcant's figures, it is even more apparrat that Klemets^ and

Applicant are truly dairoing and disclosing difiFerent invmtions.

StiU another difference is that Klemetsen does not disclose or claim trailer hitdi

mounting portion receptacle, connected to the mounting portion." Obviously, if Klemetsen

does not disclose or claim a 'Counting portion", then Klemetsen cannot disclose or daim

AppUcant's second claim element's limitation of being connected to the mounting portion.

In sum, the discussion above shows that Klemetsen does not antidpate Applicant*s

independent claims 1 and 37, as amended. Further, Applicant respectfully points out that if

independait daims 1 and 37 are allowable, th^ Applicant's daims 2-7. 9, 10, 36-43, 45, and

46, as ammded and also under rejection, are not baned because these dq)end€nt claims stand

with the independent daims. Tn re Fine. 837 F.2d 1071, 1076 (Fed Cir. 1988). Accordingly,

Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration and witfidraw of the § 102(b) rejection

because Applicant's invention is novd.

PARAGRAPHS 11, 12, 13 & 15

KUEMETSCN^ FlRANCISCO, AND HoWELL ARB NOT ANALOGOUS ART-

in order to rely on a reference as a basis for rejection of Applicant's invention, the

reference must eitfier be in the field ofthe AppUcant's endeavor or, ifnot, thwi be reasonably

pertinent to die particular problem witfi which tiie inventor was concerned." In re Oetiker,

977 F.2d 1443, 1446 (Fed. Cir. 1992). Oetiker is the leading case regarding nonanalogous

art- The applicant in Oetiker daimed an improvemoit in a hose damp that differed from the

prior art m the presence of a preasseanbly hook that maintained the preassembly conditions of

fee clamp and disengaged automatically when the damp was tigjitened. The Board relied

upon a refwence that disclosed a hook and fastener for use in garments, reasoning that ail
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hooking problCTis are analogous. ITie Federal Court held that the reference was not within

tiie field of die appbcant's endeavor, and was not reasonably pertinent to Ae particular

problem with v^^ich the inventor was concerned because it had not heea shown that a person

of ordinary skill, seeking to solve a problem of fastening a hose clamp, would reasonably be

expected or motivated to look to fasteners for garments. Id., at 1447.

In the presmt case, Applicant daims devices, metiiod, and a system for storing trailer

hitch apparatuses. The Office Action cites three references. Klemetsen, Francisco, and

Howell ("flie three patents") Klemetsen and Francisco, in general, both disclose trailer

hitches for towmg vehicles. Howdl discloses a vdhicle storage box. None of the Aree

patents disclose or claim a device, method, or a system for storing trailer hitch apparatuses,

hi Applicant's case, just as in Oeliker, there is no showing whatsoever that a person of

ordinary skiU, seeking to solve the problem of storing trailer hitch apparatuses would

reasonably be expected or motivated to look to devices for towing vehicles or vehicle storage

boxes.

The Office Action at paragraphs 12, 13 and 15 states that a person of ordinary skiU in the

art would conclude ftiat it would be obvious to modify Klemetsen itself or Klemets«i in view

of Francisco or Howell to render Applicant's invaition obvious. Crucial to note, however, is

that the presait invention is not directed towards inventions for towing vehicles or vehide

storage boxes as v*itfi the Aree patents. The pres^it invention daims devices, a method, and

a system for storing trailer hitch apparatuses, an invention that is therefore nonanalogous to

the disclosures in the three patents.

If it were correct that Klemetsen and Francisco, and to a much lesser extent Howell, are

analogous to the present invention merely on account of being analogous to one anotiier, then

we would see a complete end to invention in the area of trailer hitches because Klemetsen

and Francisco would, in ttie analysis ofAe Office Action, preempt the entire field of trailer

OAIldated03140I.doc
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hitch inv«itions- Such a position is vAist Oetiker prohibits, that is, parallel to the Board*s

position overruled in Oetiker Oiat ail hooking problems are analogous.

In all of fee following discussion in this Respoitee, Applicant reserves the position that the

three patents are not available as a reference against AppBcant's invention because the three

patents are nonanalogous art.

Claims 1 1-20 and 47-56 stand rejected under § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kkmetsen.

Applicant agrees with the Office Action^s position that Klcmetsen docs not disclose cylinders as

claimed in claim 1 1 to which claims 12-20 directly or indirecUy depend, and as claimed in daim

47, to which claims 48-56 directly or indirccUy depmd. The Office AcUon states, howevo^, that

in conjunction with the discussion above (presumably under paragraphs 8-10 of the Office

Action), it would have been obvious to modify Klemetscn to include cylinders as bolts and pins

Ihreadedly connecting the mounUng portion. AppUcant respectfully submits the foDowing

discussion having reasons for disagreeing wttfi this § J 03(a) rejection.

Theprimafacie case of obviousness requires: 1 ) some suggestion or motivation in ref^ces

or in knowledge of those skilled in the art to modify a reference, 2) that refermccs possess a

reasonable expectation of success in the modification or combination, and 3) that references must

teach or suggest all of Applicant's claim hmitauons. MPEP § 2142; In re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488,

493 (FedXir. \99\)'JnreMerck&Co,Jnc., 800F.2dl091, 1097 (Fed. Cir. 1986);/^ re/?oyto.

490 F.2d 981, 985 (C.C.P,A, 1974). Prima facie obviousness is to be dctemimed according to

whether the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious, and not whether the

differences between the prior art and the claimed invention would have been obvious. In re

Napier, 55 F.3d 610» 613 (Fed. Cir. 1995); MPEP 2141.02. In addition, ihc primafacie case is

OAR dated 031401 .doc
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aot to be founded on hindsight, or as the court said in W. L Gore & Assocs.. Inc. v. Oarlock,

Inc., "to imbue one of ordinary skill in the art with knowledge of the AppUcaot's invention,

when the prior art does not teach or suggest the relevant knowledge, is to fatt victim to the

insidious effect of a hindsight syndrome wherein that which only the inventor taught is used

against its teacher," i.e., the inventor. W. L Gore & Assocs., Inc. v. GarlocK Inc, 721 F.2d

1540, 1553 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

The rule for obviousness, stated above, makes dear that Klemetsen does not raider

Applicant's invention, in particular claims 1 1-20 and 47-56, obvious. First, no showing exists

in Klemetsen or of why it is wifliin die knowledge of wie skiUed in the art to modify Klemetsen

and render Applicant's invention obvious. As discussed above under paragraphs S-lO.jOqneteCT^

docs not disclose a mounting portion or

a

mounting porticm c<»nected to a trailer hitdi mounting

portion receptacle. Further, the Office Acticm admits that Klemetsen docs not claim or disclose

cylinders in dependent claims U-20 and 47-56. Further still, Klemetsen discloses an invention

relating to towing vehicles rather than storing trailer hitch apparatuses. Thus, it is apparent that

Klem6ts<» does not meet the first of three obviousness criteria, and closer analysis reveals that

Kleraetsai, in fact, does not meet any of the three obviousness criteria.

Under the seamd criteriOT, there is no reasonable expectation of success in modifying

Kleradsen because there is no suggestion to modify Klemetsen. Further, Klrauetsm is differs

from AppUcant's invention in more w^ flian tiie cylinders as the Office Action suggests.

Ihese differences are apparent in Klonrtsen's failure to meet die fliird critraion of teaching or

suggestii^ all of Applicant's claim limitations. As shown above, not only does Klemetsen fail

to teach or su^st "cylindos" as found direc% or indirectly in daims 11-20 and 47-56, but

KJemeEOT feils to teach or suggest "a mounting portion" and "a trailer hitch nnounting portion

receptacle connected to the mounting portion" found in independent claims 1 and 37, as

amended. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration and withdraw of the

§ 103(a) rejection because Applicant's invention is nonobvious in view ofKlemetsen.
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PARAGRAPHS 11 & 13

APPUCANT'S INVENTION IS NOT OBVIOUS IN VIEW OF KLEMETSEN AND FRANCSICO.

Claims 8 and 44 stand rejected under § 103(a) as being unpatentable ovct Klemetsea in view

of U.S. patent 4,991»865 issued to ThcHnas E. Francisco ^Francisco"). The Office Action states

that in conjunction with the discussion above (presumably under paragraphs S-10 of the Office

Action) ^Francisco teaches using a mounting portion pivotally attached mounting receptacle to

allow the vehicle and trailer to be further ^art during hitching." The Office Action further states

that it would have bem obvious to modify Klcmetsm as taught by Francisco to include the

mounting poruon being pivotally attached to the receptacle. Applicant respectfiiUy submits Ae

following discussion having reasons for disagreeing witii this § 1 03(a) rejection.

Applying the three-pronged rule for obviousness stated above in the discussion under

Paragraphs 1 1 & 12, Klemets^ m view of Francisco fails to re^ider AppUcaiit*s invention, in

particular claims 8 and 44, obvious. First, no showing exists in Klemctsen or ofwhy it is within

the knowledge of one skilled in the art to modify Klemetsen with pivoting teachings from

Francisco to tender Applicant's invention obvious. As discussed above under paragraphs 8-10,

Klcmetsen does not disclose a mounting portion or a mounting portion connected to a trailer hitch

mounting portion receptacle. Further, Francisco's discussion of pivoting relates to towing of

vehicles, specifically pivotally attaching a second end of a hitch assembly to a towed vehicle.

Further still, Francisco's teaching of pivoting relates to a telescoping member and is for a device

for attaching one of two ends to a trailer and the other to a vdiicle for towing the trailer, hi short,

Klanctsen and Francisco both disdosc inventions relating to towing vehicles rather than storing

trailer hitch apparatuses. Thus, it is apparent that Klcmetsen even in view of Francisco does not

me^ the jSrst of three obviousness mteria, and closer analysis reveals that Klemetsen in view of

Francisco does not meet the other two obviousness criteria cither.

OAR dated 03)401 .doc
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Under the second criterion, there is no reasonable expectation of success in modifying

Klemetsen in view of Francisco because there no suggestion exists anywhere to modify

Klemetsen with Frandsco. Further, KJeraeisen and Fiandsoo feil to meet the third criterion of

teadiing or suggesting aU of Applicant's daim limitations. Klemetsen in view of Frandsco fails

to teach or suggest ^mounting portion is pivotaDy attached to the trailer hitch mounting portion

receptacle" as found in claims 8 and 44. Moreover, Klem«sen in view of Frandsco also stiU

feils to teadi or suggest "a mounting portion" and "a trafler hitch mounting portion receptacle

connected to the mounting portion" found in independart claims 1 and 37, as amended.

Accordingly, AppUcant respectfidly requests reconsideration and withdraw of the § 103(a)

rejection because AppUcant's invention is nonobvious in view ofKlemetsen and Francisco.

Paragraphs 11 & 14

APPUCAjn-'S INVENTION IS NOT OBVIOUS IN VIEW OF KLEMBTSEN

AND APPUCANT'SHESTRCITKM*REQUIREMENT RESPONSE.

Claims 2 1-36 stand "rejected undo- § 103(a) as bdng unpatentable in view of Klemetsen and

AppUcant's admission that 'the inventions are not patentably distina." AppUcant respectfully

submits the foUowing discussion having reasons for disagreeing with this § 103(a) rejection.

AppUcant reasserts that the method and system daims, i.e., daims 21-36, are not

patentably distinct from Applicant's daimed invention, and in view of tiie rule for

obviousness, stated above, it is dear fliat Klemetsen in view of Applicant's admission still

does not render Applicant's claims 21-36 obvious. As with the obviousness rejection directed

to Klemetsen under Paragraphs 1 1 & 12 ofthe Office Action, no showing exists in Klemetsen in

view of AppUcant's admission of why AppUcant's claims 21-36 are obvious. Klemetsen does

not disdose "receiving" or a "means for receiving a member into a receptacle, the receptade

22
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being connected to a storage location." Further, Klemetscn does not disclose "limiting" or a

"means for limiting reciprocatian bet««cn a member and the rcceptade" as damped in

Applicant's invention, spediically independent claims 21 and 29. Thus, it is apparent thai

Klctnetsen in view ofAppKcanl's admission docs not meet the first ofthree obviousness criteria,

and closer analysis reveals feat Klemetsai in view of Applicant's admission does not meet any of

the three obviousness criteria.

Under the second criterion, there is no reasonable expectation of success in modi^

Klemetsen because there is no suggestion to modify Klemetsen in view of Applicant's

admission. Further, Klemetsen in view of AppUcant's admission feils to meet the third aitetion

of tuaching or suggesting aU of Applicant's claim limitations. As shown above, not only does

KJemrtsen fail to teach or surest "recdving" or a "means for receiving a manber into a

receptacle, the receptacle being connected to a stor^e location" as found directly or indirectly in

claims 21-28 and 29-36, respective^, but Klanetsoi in view of AppHcant's admission also feils

to teach or su^e^ 'limiting" or a "means for limiting resdprocation between a manber and fte

receptacle" as found direcdy or indirectly in claims 21-28 and 29-36, respectively. Accordingly,

AppUcant respecHulIy requests reconsideration and withdraw of the § 103(a) rejection

because Applicant's invention is nonobvious in view of KJemetsisi and Applicant's

admission.

PARAGRAPHS 11 & IS

APPLICANT'S DJVENTION IS NOT OBVIOUS IN VIEW OF KLEMETSEN AND HOWELL.

Claims 57 and 58 stand rejected under § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Klemetsen in view

of U.S. patent 6, 170,723 issued to Brian Dodd Howell CHowcll"). The Office AcUon states that

in conjunction with the discussion above (presumably under paragraphs 8-10 of the OfQce

Action) "Howell [teaches?! a storage compartment to store objects." The OfBo; Action further
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Slates thai it vmvdd have been obvious to modily Klemetsen as taught by HoweM to include the

mounting portion integrally formed with a wall of a storage compartmait. AppUcant

respectfully submits the foUov/ing discussion having reasons for disagreeing with this §

103(a) rejection.

Applying the three-pronged rule for obviousness stated above in the discussion under

Paragraphs 11 & 12, Klemetsen in view of Howell fails to tender Applicant's invention, in

particular claims 57 and 58, obvious. First, no showing exists in Klemetsen or Howdl of^s^it^

is within the knovrt^ge_of^ne_ddll^^

compartment claimed and disclosed in Howell and thereby render Applicant's inventi^ obvious.

As discussed above under paragraphs 8-10. Klemetsen does nofaisclose a mounting poitbn or a

mounting portion coDnccted to a trailer hitch mounting portion receptacle. Further, Howeirs

teaching of a truck storage box with patentable emphasis seemingly on the lids has no rdation to

claims 58 and 59, as amended. That is, claims 58 and 59 relate to a device for use with a storage

compartment. In short, Klcmetsen's disclosure of an invention relating to towing vehicles and

Howell's disclosure of an invention rdating to a vehicle storage compartment do not combine to

render ys^jplicant's invention obvious. Thus, it is apparent that Klemetsen even in view ofHowdl

does not meet the first of three obviousness criieria, and closer analysis reveals that Klemetsen in

view of Howell docs not ma* the other two obviousness criteria either.

Under the second criterion, Ihefe is no reasonable eigxctt^oaof success in n^di^g

Klsm^enjQjvdeac ofHowdlb^fflBe there no suggestion exists anywhere to modify Klanetsen

with HoweU. Furthei; Klemetsen and HoweU fail to meet the third criterion of teaching or

suggesting all of Applicanfs claim limitations. Klemetsen in view of Howdl feils to teach or

suggest the mounting portion being integtaUy formed or connected to the wall of the storage

compartment as found in claims 57 and 58, respectivdy. Moreover, KlMnrtsoi in view of

Howell also still feils to teadi or suggest "a mounting portitm" and "a trailer hitdi mounting

portion receptacle connected to flie mounting portion" found in independwt daim 37, as
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ammded. Accordingly, Applicant respectfiiUy requests reconsideration and withdraw of the

§ 103(a) rejection because Applicant's invention is nonobvious in view of Klemetsai and

Howell.

Paragraph 16

APPUCANT*S acknowledges examiner'sPOSmON OF ADDITOE^AL PRIOR ART-

Applicant acknowledges examin«^*s position that the following patents, ahhou^ not relied

upon, are considered pertinmt to Applicant's disclosure: Ludwick (US, 5,738,632); Kravitz

(U.S. 5,735,539); McCoy (U.S. D 376,780); Wilson (U.S. 5,464^64); Carsten (U.S. 5,322,315);

Blaser(U.S. 5,277,447) Nichols (U.S. 2,637,566); and Stimac (U.S. 5,845,921).
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CONCLUSION

Applicant proposes that tfie daimed invention is novel in li^t of Kleoi^s^. Further,

Applicant proposes that Klemetsen, Francisco, Howell, AppUcanfs admission, ofBdaf notice or

knowledge available to one of ordinary skill in tfie art at tiie time the invaition was made, alone

or in combination, does not render ttie claimed inv^tion obvious.

Applicant believes that tfie present application, as amended and in view of the discussion rn

tliis Response, is in condition for allowance. An early notice of allowance is respectful^

requested.

Should Examiner have any need to contact Applicant at any time, he is invited to phone

Applicant's attorney, Erik J. Osterrieda, at any time to discuss the claims and emwre the present

^plication is in condition for allowance.

Respectfully submitted.

Date: June 14> 2Q01
: J. Ostenie^rErik.

Reg. No. P-48,966

Arnold & Associates

2603 Augusta, Suite 800

Houston, TX 77057

Tel: (713) 972-1 150

Fax: (713)972-1180

ATTORNEYFOR APPLICANT
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